Battle Memorial Hall
81 High Street Battle East Sussex TN33 0AQ 01424 772044
Email battlememorialhall@outlook.com Charity No 305165
Management Committee meeting – Monday 24th January 2022

Committee members present:
Mike Clarke (MC), Peter Mills (PM), Shirley Lewis (SL), Gary Dunk (GD), Simon Alexander (SA),
Marilyn Waughman (MW), Jill Gyngell (JG), Robert Emeleus (RE), Margaret Emeleus (ME),
Margaret Mills (MM), Brian Grainger (BG) and Rob Gee (RG).
1 Apologies for absence: Peter Sherwood (PS)
2 Disclosure of Interest - None
3 To approve the minutes of the meeting held on 13th December 2021. The minutes had been
circulated and were signed as a true record.
4 Matters arising from previous meetings
PRS have accepted that the most recent calculation of the licence fee was incorrect. Hitherto the
arguments have surrounded the definition of “relevant income” ie how much income derived from
events at which music was played. To overcome this problem PRS will now make a flat charge to
premises such as the Hall where defined income is below £10,000.
PM had enquired about the availability of Co-op Community Grants. The latest round of funding is
now closed. When the next round is announced it will focus on areas relating to food poverty,
mental wellbeing and developing youth opportunities. Bearing in mind the current use of the Hall by
educational groups such as Pass and Move the third of these criteria could be explored.
PM has submitted an entry giving details of the Hall facilities for inclusion with the next Town
Council newsletter.
5 Financial Report
PM had circulated the attached management accounts. These painted a cautiously optimistic
picture as evidenced by the increase in bank balances as a result of improved receipts from hire
charges. However, expenditure is likely to exceed income in the next quarter not least because of
higher energy bills. An additional Government grant to help businesses affected by the Omicron
restrictions is now available. This has been applied for and, if successful, will produce a payment of
about £2,600.
Looking ahead PM had produced a draft budget for 2022-23. With so much uncertainty it is more
difficult than ever to predict the future. However, based on activity pre-pandemic and taking into
account as many known factors as possible he had produced a budget which showed a small loss
for the year. This made very pessimistic forecasts for energy costs but excluded any significant
major repairs. Income forecast assumed a steady return of regular hirers. In the light of the likely
level of bank balances to be carried forward at 31st March the Committee agreed that a budget
based on a small loss could be agreed and the attached was adopted. No immediate increase in
hire fees was felt necessary and the Hall Manager will be asked to advise regular hirers of this
positive news. PM will make recommendations in due course with a view to any increase being
introduced from 1st April 2023.

The National Living Wage will rise from 1st April requiring an increase in the hourly rate for the
cleaner to £9-50. In order to retain an appropriate differential with the Hall Manager the Committee
agreed that her hourly rate should rise to £12.
6 Repairs and maintenance
Apart from a couple of minor issues arising from the servicing of the two boilers, there had only
been expenditure on some small plumbing items. MC is looking to install LED lights in the foyer and
will liaise with MW about further work to the kitchen cupboards.
7 Bookings
As reported under the Finance item, things are looking better. Although a few of the pre-pandemic
hirers have not returned, new hirers are emerging both as regulars or one-off bookings. The latter
includes a tapas evening and the return of the Parish Assembly. The Blood Transfusion Service has
also enquired about returning to the Hall though the previous problem about parking would need to
be overcome, particularly since the High Street restrictions are greater than before. Use of the
Abbey Green would be a possibility subject to Town Council permission and the loading bay might
be an option.
Bearing in mind that significant new housing is underway and in prospect, the production of a leaflet
might be useful for manual distribution.
8 Film Nights
Bearing in mind that many people continue to be concerned about gathering in indoor spaces the
attendance of about 60 for the James Bond film was not too bad. GD had arranged the seating to
maximise social distancing and, although unlikely to be necessary, had restricted ticket sales to
100. He will do the same for the film on 26th January and then review the situation when all
restrictions are lifted later in the week. In addition to the monthly event, GD has arranged for the film
“In The Heights” on Saturday 12th February. An increase in the basic ticket price to £2 will be
introduced in March.
9 Any other business
JG and BG respectively reported that the Hall will be used during the Battle Festival (16 th July – 7th
August) and BatTs performances (weeks beginning 1st May and 1st November)
10 Dates of next meetings – 28th February and 28th March 2022.

